
CURRENTLY, we have two tuition drafts left April and May and 8 weeks of service

delivery and teacher contracts to fulfill.

Live stream of all your classes with choreography corrections/connection 

Storytimes with “Sarah Emily” the MDF unicorn (our dancers received  

Take home kits! Each dancer has been made an at home dance kit that

Move Cares: Where we hope to give back to our community with things

Links to national free content through More Than Just Great Dancing!®

Opportunities for optional one-on-one instruction with our teachers and other national

guests artists

1.

 

  2. THIS WEEK we got into the groove of virtual classes and pre-recorded recital dances   

 with the teachers.

 

   3. NEXT WEEK we will be transferring all of our recital dances and virtual classes to a new

virtual platform called MDF Virtual studio!... Recorded recital dances to practice and live

streamed classes PLUS a whole TON of cool bonuses to keep kids happy, healthy and  safe

while we wait for things to bounce back in the Lone Star State Including: 

 

           time with teachers.

           this in their welcome bag)

           you will be able to drive by the studio on Sunday 3/22 from 10AM - 5PM

           and honk twice for one of our instructors to run out your dancers kit.

           Please don’t get out of the car. We will keep what is in it as a surprise.

           like Pop up classes and family dance parties

    4. As of TODAY our new MDF Virtual Studio will run from March 23rd through April 12. 

 

Now, I don't want to give away all of the surprises, but you are going to LOVE all of the extra

opportunities built into this virtual learning platform to create connections between teachers,

students, dance friends, and even parents!

 

 
MDF's                                            Campaign

What a whirlwind the last week has been for families, schools, community leaders and local businesses!

 

I first want to thank everyone who has reached out by way of email, text, direct messages and calls to

offer support - especially over the past 48 hours. Two weeks ago we were making an entirely different

set of plans for this week's activities.  This week, MDF launched virtual classes. Every one of our More

than just great dancing 300 affiliated studios around the world is closed.

 

We are in uncharted waters, which is requiring a new level of flexibility and adaptation like never

before.  I mean, how many of you thought you'd be homeschooling this year? I sure didn't, but I'm

quickly learning how much credit goes to those who have done it the whole time!After time to process

and pray, We are at peace (and even excited!) about the plan for our teachers and students to "Finish

Strong"!



On another positive note, a variety of our MTJGD™ affiliated studios around the

world have already launched virtual classes like us this week to RAVE reviews!

Parents have been grateful for the break in the monotony of being isolated at home

and the kids have been thrilled to see their teachers and friends again.  

Check out some of their happy faces!



So the natural question is, “What about the Spring Performances, Recital &

Competition?”

 

Great question! Let’s start with the Spring Performances & Recitals. With our state

saying the mandates and closure are in place till mid April and based on my

communication with Stafford centre we are still on. I will say that if things change we

will at the very LEAST have some sort of “Recital Reimagined” this season to wear our

costumes and celebrate the dancers accomplishments and hard work as well as our 5

year students and graduating seniors. But it probably goes without saying that we are

a long way from knowing what that will it look like right now ❤ .               

 

As for the Companies Group Competitions, I have held off on your company

payments for the time being. I have also held off on all payments on our last two

competitions. I will not be paying them unless we know they are happening. This

assures me that I can get refunds back to you guys. Groove is holding to their

postponed date and I will let you know once that comes out. 

 

MDF FAMILY, this is a time for ALL of us - teachers, parents and students alike - to

work together to FINISH STRONG!

 

We look forward to sharing our new platform with you on Monday! Please take the

time to explore it and see what all it has to offer! ❤ .

 

With respect and appreciation,   

Julien and Mallorie Marion


